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“I’ll be there” – THE MOVIE SCRIPT 
 

THE SETUP 
- Find a plain background (preferably white). Fx a wall or a sheet on the wall 
- Wear your best everyday-outfit (NO stripes) 
- Wear your hair away from your face (it’s okay to have it loose and not in a hairdo, as long as both your eyes are visible at all times) 
- Film with a camera. Preferably a SLR camera or computer for a better/still picture (phone can work if you don’t have any of the 

other options). If using your phone put it on a shelf etc. instead of holding it. Make sure you film it horizontally 
- Prepare a blue piece of paper with a word (1-3 tops) of your choosing regarding the things you feel during the times of Covid-19. 

Fx. LOVE, HOPE, FREINDSHIP, LONELINESS etc. Write in BIG AND BOLD letters! 
 
HOW TO DO IT 

- Film during natural daylight (not too late in the evening) 
- Film yourself using fx. QuickTime Player or PhotoBooth (on macbook). Otherwise use another filming tool from your computer. 

For a windows computer you can download Movie Maker for free. 
- Don’t worry about mirroring your screen – all directions have been adjusted to that. 
- Start recording a little bit before you start the song. We’ll adjust and cut it correctly during editing. 
- Play the sound file for “I’ll be there” (it’s on DropBox) and sing along during the video (don’t worry about hitting the notes. We’ll 

mute you anyway and add the sound files instead). The important thing here is to SMILE and  PERFOM THE SONG correctly so 
your lips match the sound. 

- On YOUR OWN QUE (the words: “…there) receive the blue piece of paper from the correct direction. Now it shows your own 
word. Reveal it to the camera. Make sure you fill the camera frame with your paper. Show it for a little bit, then put it away till 
you pass it on. 

- On YOUR SECOND QUE (the words: “I’ll be…”) give the paper in the correct direction to the next singer.  
- On the outro (bar 91, on the first “oo, oo, oo”) wave/make a piece sign/make a heart sign to the camera. 
- At bar 92 (the second “oo, oo, oo”) hold up a new blue piece of paper with the word given to you on page 4. 
- Show the sign for a few seconds (3-5) before you stop the recording. We’ll cut it in editing. 
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! GREAT TIPS TO MAKE IT WORK ! 
 

- Try a few times to make sure it’s at your best J 

- Don’t worry about mirroring your screen – all directions have been adjusted to that. 

- Start recording a little bit before you start the song. We’ll adjust and cut it correctly during editing. 

- Film with the lighting coming directly on your face (to make sure half of your face isn’t in the shadow) 

- You always GIVE a sign on “I’ll be…”. You always RECEIVE a sign on “…there”. 

- Have a person give you the paper when you receive it to make it look more natural. Or grab it from a 

shelf/window shelf. 

- Show your personality – we want to feel who you are. 

- But don’t “be personal on stage” - be a performer. Don’t chew gum, scratch your head, flip your hair behind 

your ears, look for bogeys etc.! 

- HAVE FUN WITH IT ! 

 
 
 
 

”I’ll be there” – Beat that Blue, video layout 
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GIVE a sign on “I’ll be…” 
RECEIVE a sign on “…there” 
 

LINE 
Receive from bottom 

(takt 35/36) 
Give to the left 

(takt 38/39) 

KIRSTINE 
Receive from right 

(takt 38/39) 
Give to the bottom 

(takt 40/41) 

SANNAH 
Receive from the bottom 

(takt 52) 
Give to the left 

(takt 71/72)  

JENS 
Receive from the right 

(takt 71/72) 
Give to the bottom 

(takt 73) 

 
MIKKEL 

Receive from bottom 
(takt 19) 

Give to the top  
(takt 35/36) 

 

LAURA 
Receive from the top 

(takt 40/41) 
Give to the left 

(takt 43/44) 

LOUISE 
Receive from the right 

(takt 40/41) 
Give to the top 

 (takt 51/52) 

ROXY 
Receive from the top 

(bar 73) 
Give to the bottom 

(bar 76/77) 

DITTE 
Receive from left 

(takt 11) 
Give to the top 

(takt 18/19) 

START 
 

SOPHIE 
Vis dit ord I takt 9 
Give to the right 

(takt 10/11) 

STEPHAN 
Receive from the left 

(bar 79/80) 
Give to the bottom 

(takt 81)  

KIRSTEN 
Receive from the top 

(takt 77) 
Give to the right 

(takt 79) 

(White background) 

SLUT 
STINE 

Receive from the left 
(takt 84/85) 

Vis dit ord i takt 85/86 

SIMONE 
Receive from the top 

(takt 81) 
Give to the right 

(takt 84/85) 

(White background) 

Outro, “Oo, oo, oo” (bar 92) 
 
Show the signs on the second “oo, oo, oo” 
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Line 
BEAT 

Kirstine 
THAT 

Sannah 
BLUE 

Jens 
(blank papir) 

Mikkel 
(blank papir) 

Laura 
We’ll 

Louise 
Be 

Roxy 
There 

Ditte 
(blank papir) 

Sophie 
For 

Stephan 
You 

Kirsten 
(blank papir) 

(Blue background) Stine 
#socialdistancing 

Simone 
#togetheralone (Blue background) 

 


